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  Working the Room 
   Presenting live and online


 Becoming the performer

 Constructing a narrative

 Broadcasting your message



Start with the fear…everybody’s afraid; start there. 
Normal trainings ignore the fear, in fact it’s a taboo, you 

don’t want to talk about….a universal fear of being 
looked at.  

“
”

Keith Johnstone - Improv Interviews | Fear & Risk

https://youtu.be/JgfXUS0US9Y


Pace & Status - Control your own energy and you can learn to control the energy in 
the room. 

Space & Being - Get comfortable with yourself and create presence.

Fear & Focus - Identify the energy that is going to engage you with your audience.

There is no secret sauce, but you can learn how to cook. 

My presentation training is based in the performing arts. I have also lectured, chaired high 
level seminars and presented at various events. However, it is that art of the story teller and 
performer that will always give you the creative edge. 


Becoming the Performer

Breathing & Voice - strengthen this aspect of your presentation. Your voice is the most 
important tool you have. L:earn to use it, strengthen it and protect it. 



You’re now a performer - so tell us a 
story. 

We use multiple models, frameworks, techniques and principles to help you build 
compelling and engaging narratives. 


Constructing your Narrative

We live in a universe of chaos. 
However, human beings are very 
good at seeing patterns in the 
chaos. These patterns form 
narratives and we express these 
narratives as stories. We are all 
stories, of ourselves, our 
relationships and experiences. 

Characters.  
As people we relate to people. We 
need to relate to human values. 
Even if you are talking about an 
object: make it a character and 
bring it to life. 

The Setting  
The environment your story takes 
place in is the background to your 
story. But it is an interactive 
background that comes in and out 
of focus. It can be micro or 
macro. 

Themes 
What are the principle themes you 
want to explore, express or 
convey? 
How do they relate to one 
another? 

Resolution  
How will you wrap it up? How do 
you want your audience to feel 
when they leave? What is your call 
to action?

Conflict & Harmony 
Where are the connections and 
differences that are going to drive 
the story forwards. 



This is where things can get extremely complex, simply because 
there are so many choices. 

In this part of the training we look at various aspects of tech and broadcast. However, you 
may find solutions that work better for you. 


Technology & Broadcast

You can do quite a bit with very little. Higher end smart phones now 
have excellent capture facilities. 

Inside, outside, background, green screen, even CGI is available to 
anyone these days. But what is going to give you the result you need? 

Live streaming is now the gold standard for marketing videos, 
infomercials etc. But how do you stand out in all the noise?  

An advantage of prerecorded video is the edit. If you are pre-recording 
then you should always take advantage of the opportunity to edit.  

Even voice on video is difference, as well as podcasts. So you can 
learn some skills to make a difference on digital formats.  



Thank you COVID, you created a whole 
new section to the programme. 

Yes it was COVID that meant that we needed to create a video element to the 
training. We have used elements of tech and performance skills to create this 
great new add on for the Working the Room experience. 


Working the Web

1. Introduction 

 One to one introduction to the 
course. Course materials and 
schedule

Audience  

Tweaking the narrative to ensure 
we are hitting the mark for your 
audience. 

Technical 

Lighting, broadcast channels 
and tech support assessment. 

3. Narrative 

Building the narrative to tell your 
story and capture your 

2.  Skills 

 We cover the foundations for 
enhancing your performance 
skills. 

Event 

Go live. This is your premier 
event, and I will be there with you 
(online that is) for pre broadcast 
support and coaching and to 
introduce you and close with 
your chosen call to action. 

Rehearsal 

Complete run through, top and 
tail and tech run for the live 
event. 

De Brief 

This is a standard exercise in the 
world of performing arts. We will 
run through the event and 
identify strengths and 
opportunities for development. 
It is also a way of allowing the 
emotions to settle and return to 
a state of balance. 



Your trainer is David Nixon 

Writer, Performer, trained in Health & Social Care & a 
former Librarian. 

Who am I and what the hell do I know? 

Lets get this straight from outset: My methods are rooted in the performing arts. I am not 
here to promise you a Yacht in Gibraltar and a seven figure bank account. 


I am not going to teach you to be the next Tom Robbins.


I have no secret sauce to give you.


But I can teach you how to cook. 


I want you to find your inner performer. We are born as performers. Look at toddlers 
running around saying look at me, look at this. Our creative spirit is a part of the human 
condition. However, education, work, societal norms and sometimes common sense, 
barricade our creative selves behind walls of rational thought. 


My methods work on releasing that inner performer, utilising emotional energy and 
connecting you with your audience so that you are communicating with them in a way 
that transcends language and conscious thought. 


Working the room or working the web, you can discover the stage and screen you - the 
bigger you - the fearless you. 


“If its going badly: get off. If its going well: get off” 
Ronnie Barker 



My background is in performance poetry, comedy and 
cabaret, with some street theatre thrown with a 
sprinkling of TV & film. 

Each of these forms requires different skills 
and disciplines. 


A Porfolio of Foolery

My journey has not been conventional. But I am not even sure what a conventional 
journey is. Look at my life as a career path and it is a train wreck, littered with 
derailments, near misses and the occasional twisted mess of burning metal. 
However, look at my life as a story, and it is a fantastic adventure, filled with colour 
and emotion and a fabulous cast of thousands. 

The Very First Working the Room Pilot Event. 



Our clients are the  
Business

Do you have feedback for Creative Edge?


Testimonials

 Book a call

BDN had the privilege of inviting Dave to speak at our event this evening. He 
delivered a captivating, educational and highly engaging talk on 'Story Telling in the 

21st Century from 330 BC onwards'. 


How he related Ancient Greek philosophy with 19th Century German theatre and 
then into modern day public speaking was incredible, and our attendees were 
thoroughly impressed. One of the best talks we have had at BDN, and I look 

forward to working with Dave again soon. 


Paul Wood - BDN Global


I have been incredibly impressed with David's ability to present and so was very 
grateful to receive personal help and mentoring for my own presentation. 


As we are faced with a future of presenting in new ways it is very important to 
be able to achieve that with authenticity and engagement even (and especially) 

when in an online environment.


David is very intuitive and highly skilled at both the art of presentation and 
crafting words for himself, and bringing it to life to enable other people to 

develop those same skills.I would wholeheartedly recommend David to help in 
getting confident and competent in speaking skills.


Rachel Bentley - Strategy Coach

https://calendly.com/dnwcreativedge/


What to do now

The best thing to do is book a call. You 
can also phone or email, or find me on 

Linkedin. 


Contact

 Book a call

David Nixon

Creative Edge


Driftwood

Parkwood Farm


Manchester Road

Walmersley

Lancashire

BL9 5NL


07852674863

davidnixonwriting@gmail.com


Without Borders - Without Compromise 
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